
Dear Member

A W A R E N E S S

With June being Men’s Health Month, we are taking the opportunity to heighten 
awareness of preventative health and encourage the early detection and treatment of 
Prostate Cancer.

We therefore encourage male members to consult their general practitioner about 
Prostate-Specific Antigen (PSA) screening for prostate cancer as they enter middle age.
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WHAT IS THE PROSTATE GLAND, AND 
WHAT IS ITS FUNCTION?
The prostate is a small, walnut-shaped gland of 
the male reproductive system that is located in 
front of the rectum and just below the bladder. 
Its function is to produce the seminal fluid that 
nourishes and transports sperm. 

WHAT IS PROSTATE CANCER AND HOW 
COMMON IS IT?
Prostate cancer is a form of cancer that begins 
in the gland cells of the prostate, which is found 
only in males. Prostate cancer is the second-
most common type of cancer that occurs in 
men. Confined to the prostate gland, it usually 
grows slowly and is the fifth leading cause of 
cancer deaths among men worldwide.  In 2020, 
about 1.4 million new prostate cancer cases 
were confirmed and diagnosed, with 375,304 
deaths reported.

WHAT CAUSES PROSTATE CANCER?
It is not clear what causes this type of cancer. It 
is noted that it begins when cells in the prostate 
develop changes in their DNA. The changes in 
the cells grow and divide more rapidly than 
normal cells and these abnormal cells continue 
living and growing. Normally our bodies 
produce cells that have a specific period of time 
to live, then die so new cells can grow. 

WHAT ARE THE RISK FACTORS?
• Advanced age: more than 50 years
• Race: most prevalent in African descent men, 

less prevalent in European descent men, and 
least prevalent in Asian descent men. 

• Family history: If your family has genes that 
increase the risk of breast cancer or there is a 
strong family history of prostate cancer 

• Diabetes mellitus 
• Obesity
• Poor lifestyle: no exercise and eating 

unhealthy food.
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WHAT ARE THE SYMPTOMS?
Prostate cancer can be asymptomatic in the early stages. 

In more advanced stages you may have the following signs and symptoms:
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DIAGNOSIS & TREATMENT
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Treatment options depend on several factors, such as how fast the cancer 
is growing, if it has spread, overall health as well as the potential benefits of 

treatment or the side-effects of treatment. Therefore, it is not a one-size-fits-all. 
The below treatments options are considered PMB level of care for prostate 

cancer subject to PMB guidelines. 
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HOW TO COPE ONCE DIAGNOSED 
WITH PROSTATE CANCER 
• When you visit your doctor or go 

for treatment, try to attend with a 
friend or family member for support, 
as the diagnosis itself may lead to 
fear, anxiety, anger and depression.

• It is advisable that couples make 
an appointment to consult a 
psychologist before coming for 
treatment, as prostate cancer often 
results in erectile dysfunction, which 
might lead to misunderstandings 
and a breakdown in the relationship.

• Connect with other cancer survivors 
to help you cope and not give up on 
life. 

• Change your lifestyle to healthy 
eating. Regular exercise will also 
help to maintain your weight and 
improve mood. Ensure you get 
enough sleep.

• Continue with sexual expression, 
holding hands, hugging, caressing 
and touching your partner to show 
them you love each other no matter 
what.

• Prevention is better than cure. 
• All men from the age of 40 years 

should visit their doctor once a year 
for prostate screening.

• Members diagnosed with prostate 
cancer are registered on the scheme 
oncology programme for support 
and ensure appropriate treatment 
offering.  
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